
Shakespeare and the Girl Masquer

DEANNE WILLIAMS

FROM THE MEDIEVAL RELIGIOUS DRAMA to the Stuart court masque, girls
can be found on early English stages: in pageants and masques,
entries, processions, and other dramatic entertainments.1 They
appeared, in fact, almost everywhere except on the professional
stage. In the Middle Ages, girls performed in religious drama, and
they danced, sang, and played music in religious festivals and folk
celebrations. In Tudor England, girls appeared in civic pageants
and processions, as well as in royal entries, triumphs, and other
entertainments. And in Stuart England, girls were an important
part of the evolving genre of the court masque. Until very recently,
however, historical accounts of children’s performance in early
modern England have focused on the more visible boy actor, who
famously played on the public stage and in the children’s compa-
nies.2 The ongoing scholarly process of recovering evidence of
women’s performance, moreover, focuses largely on adult perform-
ers, subsuming girls within the larger category of ‘‘women.’’3

This essay charts the history of the girl masquer—little girls as
well as unmarried teenagers—on early English stages, defining her
as a distinctive category of female performer, and locating her in
a variety of contexts and venues. Meriting her own chapter in the
histories of the child actor as well as women’s performance, the girl
masquer also makes a contribution to the professional stage.
Besides providing evidence of girls as speakers in medieval reli-
gious drama, Tudor civic pageantry, Elizabethan entertainments,
and Stuart court masques, what also matters about the girl masquer
is her creation of an arresting spectacle through dance, music, and
costume.4 This, I argue, is the legacy of the girl masquer: a distinct
physical and visual code that was adopted, or translated, by the boy
actors on Shakespeare’s stage as they performed girl characters
such as Juliet, Perdita, the ‘‘airy spirit’’ Ariel, and others. These
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Shakespearean girl characters provide an archive of, as well as a
glimpse into, performances that were occasional and ephemeral,
and seldom recorded for posterity. In different ways, they draw
upon and preserve the tradition of the girl masquer that was
enshrined in private, domestic, and courtly spaces, as well as in
more public ceremonial contexts. The performance of these Shake-
spearean roles by boy actors developed from the lived experience
of girls’ performance, and the process of adapting the legacy of the
girl masquer to the contexts of the professional stage produced
complex and polyvalent engagements with girlhood and with the
tradition of the girl masquer.

The history of the girl performer begins with the singers and
actresses of the ancient world: the partheneia of Ancient Greece,
for example, were maiden performers of sacred wedding songs,
while ancient Roman actresses learned their trade performing in
traveling family troupes.5 In medieval Europe, the dramatic writ-
ings of the learned tenth-century abbess, Hrosvitha of Gandersheim,
are filled with interesting parts for medieval convent girls that
depict the ‘‘laudable chastity of Christian virgins.’’6 In medieval
France, girls performed in Passion Plays and plays of the Presenta-
tion of the Virgin at the Temple, and took parts ranging from the
Virgin Mary and Saint Catherine of Alexandria, to Mary Magdalen
and Herodias’s daughter, to the maidens of the Temple and the
daughters of Jerusalem.7 In Metz, France, in 1468, the teenaged
daughter of a glazier performed the meaty role of Saint Catherine,
speaking ‘‘so spiritedly and piteously that she prompted many peo-
ple to weep.’’8 A masque of youth also produced in Metz, in 1471,
included a cart filled with children, including ‘‘une jonne fillette
acoustree comme une deesse et se nommoit la deesse de jonesse’’
[a young girl dressed as a goddess and who was called the goddess
of youth].9 This was the nine-year-old daughter of Philippe de Vig-
neulles, who organized the entertainment and recorded it in his
journal. Philippe de Mézière’s ‘‘Presentation of Mary in the Tem-
ple’’ at Avignon in 1372 contains very precise details concerning
the ‘‘young and most beautiful girl, about three or four years old’’
who would play the young Virgin Mary, and the ‘‘two other most
beautiful girls of the same age’’ who served as her attendants: Mary
wore a ‘‘white tunic of sendal [fine silk]’’ to show her ‘‘innocence
and virginality,’’ and the other girls wore ‘‘green and blue, with cir-
clets of silver,’’ holding candles as they walk in procession.10

‘‘Girls,’’ as John Marshall puts it, ‘‘should not be entirely
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excluded from the pleasures of medieval theatre.’’11 And Meg Twy-
cross observes that ‘‘it seems to have been permissible for the girls
to appear (both here and on the continent).’’12 In England, the
N-Town Play records a substantial girl’s part in its play of ‘‘The
Girlhood of the Virgin Mary,’’ which focuses on her prodigious
learning and entrance into the Temple.13 And the now-canonical
Digby Play of Mary Magdalene, which depicts the spiritual struggle
and reformation of its girl protagonist, illustrates a strong dramatic
interest in the challenges of girlhood, and in the tension between
the sacred and profane, the spiritual and the worldly.14 The Digby
play registers, as well, the intense interest in dramatizing saints’
lives as illustrated by the extensive evidence of plays about virgin
martyrs, including Saint Catherine of Alexandria (London, 1393
and Coventry, 1491), Saint Susanna and Saint Clara (Lincoln,
1447–48 and 1455–56), Saints Feliciana and Sabina (Shrewsbury,
1516), and Saint Christina (Kent, 1522): all of which would require,
along with the dramatic depiction of horrific tortures and awe-
inducing miracles, significant acting ability.15

This fascination with virgin martyrs extends to civic and royal
pageantry. The young Catherine of Aragon was greeted, upon her
arrival in England, by ‘‘a faire yong lady wt a whele in hir hand, in
liknes of Seint Kathryn, wt right many virgins on eu(e)ry side of
her; and . . . another lady in likenes of Seint Ursula, wt her great
multitude of virgyns right goodly dressed and arrayed.’’16 Saint
Catherine was an appropriate choice not only because the fifteen-
year-old Spanish princess was named for her, but because, with the
saint’s heyday between her conversion at fourteen and martyrdom
at eighteen, she was also her peer. With her reputation for learning
and debate, she constituted, as well, a nice compliment to the
future queen. The betrothal of Saint Ursula to a pagan governor
drew an obvious and rather witty parallel to Catherine’s own
betrothal to the foreign prince King Arthur, while her 11,000 virgin
companions provided an opportunity for multitudes of girl per-
formers. Records of payment to ‘‘Gleyns daughter for thassump-
cion & Child(es) eldest daughter for Saynt Ursula and VJ virgens’’
for the London Lord Mayor’s Pageant in 1523 indicate the ongoing
popularity of pageants that involved the theatrical display of girl-
hood: like Saint Ursula and her virgins, the Assumption involves
numerous angels.17 Anne Boleyn’s coronation, similarly, featured
various girls, including the Virgin Mary and the daughters of Saint
Anne, who supplied images of innocent and virtuous girlhood
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intended to symbolize (with painful retrospective irony) the preg-
nant Anne’s chaste and fruitful union with Henry.18

In Reformation England, the opportunity for girls to play the rich
dramatic roles represented by the saints, virgin martyrs, and the
Virgin Mary evaporated with the suppression of religious drama.
Whereas Catherine of Aragon had been welcomed by a pair of vir-
gin martyrs in 1501, her daughter Mary I was greeted by just ‘‘a
girl’’ on her royal entry in 1553; in James I’s Royal Entry into Lon-
don in 1604, by contrast, ‘‘seventeen damsels’’ met the monarch.19

During this time, girls’ parts in royal masques and civic pageantry
shifted from the saints and virgins to mythological figures such as
nymphs, naiads, and the classical virtues, opening up a different
set of roles. Thus, only a few years after pageants and royal entries
featuring Saint Catherine, Saint Ursula, and Virgin Mary, Edward
VI’s 1537 birth was celebrated by a ‘‘Masque of Nymphs’’ (1537) at
Hampton Court, in which naiads wore ‘‘garlands of poplar leaves,’’
dryads displayed ‘‘unbound hair decorated with oak leaves,’’ and
oreads (i.e., nymphs of mountains, valleys, and ravines) sported
deerskin, identifying the girl masquer with exuberant figures tied
to the natural world.20 In the 1585 London Lord Mayor’s Pageant,
four nymphs ‘‘gorgeously appareled’’ deliver speeches along with
the River Thames, a ‘‘sweete and dainty nymph’’ who asserts both
her beauty and her utility with lines that also offer implicit stage
directions to run, glide, leap, and play: ‘‘with silver glide my pleas-
ant streames doo runne,/ where leaping fishes play betwixt the
shores.’’21 Religious figures were also replaced by personifications
of abstract values and virtues. In the 1556 Norwich Mayor’s Pag-
eant, ‘‘four young maids’’ addressed their listeners as the four
cardinal virtues, Prudence, Justice, Temperance, and Fortitude. The
maids emphasize their power and centrality to good government:
as Prudence puts it, ‘‘all things work by my advice.’’22

Meg Twycross contends that girls enjoyed a freedom to perform
that was not extended to grown women: ‘‘in general . . . the rule
seems to be that young girls were allowed to play, but older women
were not.’’ 23 While much important current scholarship questions
this claim about adult women, there is no question as to the rich
tradition of performing girls.24 If, as James Stokes puts it, ’’the
records show that women participated everywhere’’ (32) this is also
true for girls, perhaps even moreso.25 However, the evidence of
girls’ ongoing presence and acceptance on early English stages
complicates any attempt to locate a watershed moment of ‘‘first-
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ness’’ in relation to the history of female performance, disrupting
prevailing assumptions about female public and dramatic speech.
In this context, the 1592 Entertainment for Queen Elizabeth at Bis-
ham, described by modern scholars as ‘‘the first occasion on which
English noblewomen took speaking roles in a quasi-dramatic per-
formance,’’ looks less revolutionary, and more like an especially
rich and accomplished example of a longstanding tradition that
includes the 1585 London Lord Mayor’s Pageant and, before that,
the 1556 Norwich Mayor’s Pageant.26 The Bisham Entertainment
casts two teenaged girl performers, the sisters Lady Elizabeth and
Lady Anne Russell, aged 18 and 16, respectively, as Virgin shep-
herdesses, Isabella and Sybilla: ‘‘keeping sheep, and sowing in
their samplers.’’ Composed or ‘‘devised’’ by their mother, Lady
Elizabeth Russell, the Entertainment engages the girls in witty dia-
logue with Pan, their would-be, and swiftly converted, seducer.27

While girls were known to address various audiences, from those
of the religious drama to those of the civic pageant or the country
entertainment, they also made an impact through dance. In medie-
val drama, the story of Salome provided an opportunity for seduc-
tive dancing and striking costumes. Together, the girls of the guild
of Saint John the Baptist at Baston, in Lincolnshire, danced
Salome’s seductive dance before King Herod, performed in ex-
change for the head of John the Baptist, in the parish’s annual
festivities.28 At Mons, France, in 1501 one versatile ‘‘Wandru,
daughter of Jorge de Nerle’’ played both the Virgin Mary and
Salome.29 The Computus rolls, college accounts for Peterhouse,
Cambridge, admit repeatedly to the payment of dancing girls,
latter-day Salomes entertaining powerful men.30 Girls were also
paid for dancing at the court of Henry VII: £30 for the ‘‘young
damoysell that daunceth’’ in 1493 and, in 1497, £12 for the ‘‘litell
mayden that daunceth.’’31 The Digby Candlemas play of The Killing
of the Children included virgines, ‘‘as many as a man will,’’ who
sang and danced, going ‘‘rounde aboute the tempille’’ holding
‘‘tapers in ther hands.’’32 The virgins of the Candlemas play convey
and enact what Theresa Coletti calls the ‘‘sexuality and sacred
power’’ of chastity and generation associated with Saint Anne, to
whom the play is dedicated.33

Eye-witness accounts of girls’ dance performances dwell on their
visual impact, drawing inspiration from a tradition that puts vir-
ginal girlhood at the forefront of religious devotion. In Tudor
England, the eleven-year-old Princess Mary dazzled all in the
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Greenwich triumphs of May, 1527, celebrating the conclusion of a
two-month-long French embassy.34 According to Gasparo Spinelli,
the secretary to the Italian ambassador who gave an account of the
events to the Venetian court, Mary and her entourage danced as
‘‘beautiful nymphs:’’

Dancing thus they presented themselves to the King, their dance being
very delightful by reason of its variety, as they formed certain groups
and figures most pleasing to the sight. Their dance being finished, they
ranged themselves on one side, and in like order the eight youths, leav-
ing their torches, came down from the cave, and after performing their
dance, each of them took by the hand one of those beautiful nymphs,
and having led a courant together for a while, returned to their places.35

This is the account in Hall’s Chronicle:

then out of a caue issued out the ladie Mary doughter to the kyng & with
her seuen ladies, all appareled after the romayne fashion in rich clothe
of gold of tissue & Crimosin tinsel bendy & their heres wrapped in calles
of golde with bonetes of Crimosin veluet on their heddes, set full of
pearle and stone: these eight Ladies daunced with the eight Lordes of
the mount.36

Spinelli tries to recreate the dance steps for his reader, while Hall
provides a careful account of the costumes: both attempt to convey
the experience of watching Mary’s performance. Spinelli was par-
ticularly impressed by all the jewels:

On her person were so many precious stones that their splendor and
radiance dazzled the sight, in such wise as to make one believe that she
was decked with all the gems of the eighth sphere.

The masquing over, Henry VIII let down his daughter’s long hair:

in the presence of the French ambassadors [he] took off her cap, and the
net being displaced, a profusion of silver tresses as beautiful as ever
seen on human head fell over her shoulders, forming a most agreeable
sight.

As a symbol of virginity, Princess Mary’s long locks signal not only
her youth but also her potential value to the French as a future con-
sort: as Janette Dillon points out, this concluding spectacle may
also highlight ‘‘the time that must elapse before the marriage could
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be carried through to completion.’’37 But for Spinelli, Mary’s trans-
fixing beauty also makes an affective impact that transcends poli-
tics:

Her beauty in this array produced such effect on everybody that all the
other marvelous sights previously witnessed were forgotten, and they
gave themselves up solely to contemplation of so fair an angel.

For Spinelli, then, watching the princess perform is a kind of com-
munion with the divine, just as charged, spiritually, as any encoun-
ter with a saint.

The girl masquers that figure in the 1596 memorial portrait of the
Elizabethan diplomat Henry Unton communicate a similar sense of
divinity. Roy Strong describes the girls who are depicted dancing
in a masque at Unton’s wedding, carrying garlands of flowers for
presentation to the wedding guests:

The glittering procession is headed by Diana, Goddess of the moon and
the chase, wearing a crescent moon in her headdress and clasping a
bow and arrow. . . . Behind her walks a train of six maidens in pairs
carrying bows and garlands, their heads crowned with flowers, wearing
grey-green robes and white skirts patterned with red flowers. (104–5)38

Unton’s portrait represents the most significant aspects of his life:
his writing of diplomatic letters dominates the portrait, and other
scenes include his birth, studies at Oxford, continental travels,
death in France, and the transportation of his body back to England
for funeral and burial. The girl masquers, representing Diana, god-
dess of chastity and childbirth, are key to the depiction of Unton’s
wedding, just as the image of Oriel College emblematizes his time
at Oxford. Unton himself had a personal history with girl perform-
ers: he described his relationship with Lady Elizabeth Russell,
author or ‘‘deviser’’ of the Entertainment at Bisham, as ‘‘as respec-
tive as of my own mother.’’39 In the Entertainment at Bisham, shep-
herdesses chatter away wittily, but in the Unton portrait, Diana’s
maidens convey stateliness and artistic control through their physi-
cal action: from their movements we can just about gauge the beat
of the music played by the broken consort.

Humanist writers theorized dance as ‘‘a language of command
and control’’ (115), as Janette Dillon puts it, enacting political prin-
ciples of sovereignty and mastery. ‘‘Like Oratory,’’ writes Skiles
Howard, ‘‘courtly dancing was classically authorized, codified,
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rehearsed, and devised to control response.’’ 40 It was a ‘‘fully
framed political discourse,’’ in which ‘‘the expansion of the danc-
er’s control at the centre of the hall’’ became ‘‘a micrometonym of
the centralized state.’’ Thus, George Peele’s lines, in Anglorum
Feriae (1595), call upon England’s nymphs, the ‘‘sacred daughters
of King Jove’’ (1), to spread their ‘‘sparkling wings’’ (2) and cele-
brate ‘‘England’s high holiday’’ (46), Queen Elizabeth’s birthday:

Wear eglantine,
And wreaths of roses red and white put on
In honour of that day, you lovely nymphs,
And paeans sing and sweet melodious songs;
Along the chalky hills of Albion
Lead England’s lovely shepherds in a dance.

(39–44)

The nymphs’ dance here symbolizes the Queen’s long, orderly
reign: ‘‘years that for us beget this golden age,/ Wherein we live in
safety under her’’ (50–51).41

In The Book of the Governor (1531), Sir Thomas Elyot extends
the orderliness of dance to the heavenly spheres, aligning it with
Platonic notions of celestial harmony:

the interpretours of Plato do thinke that the wonderfull and incompre-
hensible ordre of the celestial bodies, I meane sterres and planettes, and
their motions harmonicall, gave to them that intensity, and by the deepe
serche of raison beholde their coursis, in the sondrye diversities of
nombre and tyme, a fourme of imitation of a semblable motion, whiche
they called daunsinge or saltation; wherefore the more nere they
approached to that temperance and subtile modulation of the saide
superior bodies, the more perfecte and commendable is their daun-
singe, which is most like to the trouthe of any opinion that I have hith-
erto founden.42

Here Elyot describes the planets as dancers, holding fast to the
rules of number and time, and emphasizing the subtlety and con-
trol of their movements. Sir John Davies’s Orchestra, or a Poem of
Dancing (1596) expands upon this idea, as Antinous justifies danc-
ing to Penelope, waiting for the return of Ulysses, by explaining
that dancing is ‘‘love’s proper exercise:’’ a form of participation in
the divinely-ordered structures of nature, with the whole universe
viewed as a well-structured dance.43 Sir Thomas Churchyard rec-
onciles the divine and the political spheres in A Musical Consort
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of Heavenly Harmony (1595) by making it clear that musical and
divine harmony equally derive, in fact, from Queen Elizabeth her-
self.44

Along with its symbolic enactment of and engagement with
political and divine order, dance was also regarded as a courtly
accomplishment, reflecting the carefully cultivated skills of the
individual courtier: as Skiles Howard puts it, ‘‘an instrument for
the acquisition and exercise of social power’’ (3). In The Schole-
master (1570), Roger Ascham includes dancing in a list of aristocratic
skills that includes riding, swimming, and playing instruments: ‘‘to
dance cumlie, to sing and play on instruments cunningly.’’ Here,
adjectives such as ‘‘cumlie’’ and ‘‘cunningly’’ convey a sense of
personal, individual accomplishment, reflecting a broader sense of
the orderly, not to mention clever, self: ‘‘nothynge is brought to the
moost profytable use’’ he writes, ‘‘which is not handled after the
moost cumlye fashion.’’45

Insofar as it draws eyes to the body, however, dance opens itself
up to charges of sinful indulgence. Juan Luis Vives writes dismiss-
ively, in The Education of a Christian Woman (1524), of ‘‘such light
and trifling pleasures, wherein the light fantasies of maids have
delight, as songs, dances, and such other wanton and peevish
plays’’ and complains of ‘‘this newe fasshyon of daunsynge of ours,
so unreasonable, and full of shakynge and braggying, and un-
clenely handlynges, gropynges and kyssynges: and a very kendlynge
of lechery.’’46 In John Northbrooke’s A Treatise Wherein Dicing,
Dancing, Vaine plaies or Enterludes with other idle pastimes, etc.
commonly used on the Sabboth Day are reproved (1579) the alle-
gorical figure, Age, turns Youth against dancing through the exam-
ple of Salome, whose dance for King Herod brought about the death
of John the Baptist.47 Salome is a favorite figure for critics of the
dance: John Bromyard’s Summa praedicantium (1360) complains
about miracle plays generally, but he has specific words for danc-
ers: ‘‘dancers whose feet are swift to seek out evil . . . dancers are
like that dancing daughter of Herodias, through whom John the
Baptist lost his head; thus, through dancers, many lose their
souls.’’48

What does not come through in these moralizing discussions of
dance (pro or con) is a sense of how the dancer was experienced as
a lived presence, as a lively experience. Contemporary descriptions
of court masques, however, provide insight into what the audience
experienced and considered significant enough to record about the
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girl masquer. In an otherwise dismissive account of Jonson’s Plea-
sure Reconciled to Virtue, performed on Twelfth Night, 1618, Jaco-
bean court insider John Chamberlain observes to Dudley Carleton,
that the best thing about it was the ‘‘Master Controllers daughter’’:

There was nothing in yt extraordinarie but rather the invention proved
dull. Master Controllers daughter bare away the bell for delicat daunc-
ing, though remarquable for nothing els, but the multitude of jewells
wherewith she was hangd as yt were all over.49

It is fitting that what was most memorable about Pleasure Recon-
ciled with Virtue was the spectacle of the dancing daughter: the
masque’s depiction of the temptation of Hercules by Comus, the
mythological figure for sensuous pleasure, inspired Milton’s 1634
Comus, or A Mask Presented at Ludlow Castle, featuring the
15-year-old Alice Egerton. Like Spinelli, Chamberlain was particu-
larly taken with the sparkling jewelry. For Chamberlain, the girl
masquer elevates an otherwise unenjoyable masque, making an
impression on even the toughest audience. In fact, her performance
would be lost to the historical record, were she not fulfilling a rhe-
torical purpose for a letter writer intent on conveying just how little
he thought of the Jonsonian masque. Here Chamberlain, albeit
unintentionally, shifts the terms of our discussion of dance away
from abstract concepts of sin or divine harmony, or even the court-
ier’s fetishization of skill, to instead an acknowledgement of the
effect of the girl masquer, however haphazard and amateurish, on
her audience.

John Finnett, Master of the Ceremonies to James I, records a
highly enthusiastic audience response to the girl masquers of Sam-
uel Daniel’s Tethys’ Festival (1610):

they performed their Dance to the Amazement of all the Beholders, con-
sidering the Tenderness of their Years and the many intricate Changes
of the Dance, which was so disposed, that which way soever the
Changes went the little Duke was still found to be in the midst of these
little Dancers.50

Performing in a masque that celebrated the investiture of Prince
Henry as Prince of Wales in 1610, little girl masquers appeared as
Naiads, with the ten-year-old Prince Charles, Duke of York, who
played Zephirus, the west wind. According to Samuel Daniel’s
stage directions:
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Eight little ladies near of his stature represented the naiads, and were
attired in light robes adorned with flowers, their hair hanging down and
waving, with garlands of water ornaments on their heads. (57–60)51

The masque featured Anne of Denmark, as Tethys, ‘‘Queen/ Of
nymphs and rivers’’ (93–94). Her attendant nymphs, representing
the rivers of England, included the thirteen year-old Princess Eliza-
beth as ‘‘the lovely nymph of stately Thames/ Darling of the Ocean’’
(111–12). The Princess had written breathlessly to her brother,
Henry, Prince of Wales, about her preparations for ‘‘the ballet . . .
about to be enacted.’’52 With her fellow nymphs she danced ‘‘mea-
sures, corantos, and galliards’’ (309) to songs that drew attention to
their ‘‘glory bright’’ (261) and ‘‘beauteous shapes’’ (325) until they
were magically returned to their own ‘‘fair shapes’’ (349).

Finnett’s account of the pleasure that the audience took in the
little girls’ appearance on stage implies that the experience was
charged with the tension between their young age and inexperi-
ence, and their mastery of the steps. The child performer rises to
the challenge, registering the awkwardness of her intense effort,
and the novelty of just-acquired steps, while the audience wit-
nesses the excitement and charm of a fresh accomplishment. There
is pleasure, too, in the audience’s recognition of the performers, as
Horatio Busino, the chaplain of the Venetian Ambassador, suggests
in his account of Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue:

they discerned beautiful and most delightful faces, and at every
moment they would say, ‘Oh look at this one, oh see that one; whose
wife is that one in the third row, and whose daughter is that pretty one
nearby?’53

The naiads of Tethys’ Festival were not paid professionals: al-
though their identity was not recorded for posterity (unlike those
of Princess Elizabeth and her nymphs), they were nevertheless well
known to the audience, as John Finnett puts it, ‘‘all of them the
daughters of earls or Barons.’’

The girl masquer’s appearance as a nymph or naiad in Tethys’
Festival and other court masques embeds her within the natural
cycle of life.54 Nymphs and naiads bring together the spheres of the
human, the natural, and the divine, by animating aspects of nature,
personifying the natural outflow of a spring or a river into the form
of a young girl. Symbolizing nature’s ebbs and flows, the girls are
physical embodiments of its ongoing processes: ‘‘Breathe out new
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flowers’’ sing the Tritons, ‘‘which yet were never known / Unto the
spring, nor blown, / Before this time, to beautify the earth’’ (77–80).
As the masque concludes, the girl masquers represent the swift pas-
sage of time, in all its melancholic beauty: ‘‘Glory is most bright
and gay/ In a flash, and so away. / Feed apace then, greedy eyes/ On
the wonder you behold;/ Take it sudden as it flies, / Though you
take it not to hold’’ (300–305).

In her discussion of Tudor court masques, Howard reflects upon
dance as a unique form of discursive practice:

the word ‘discourse’ etymologically derives from discurrere, moving
‘back and forth,’ or ‘running to and fro,’ . . . Inherent in the meaning of
‘discourse’ is the iconicity of transformation, and the paradoxical mate-
riality and evanescence of dancing. (23)55

This ‘‘paradoxical materiality and evancescence’’ underwrites the
discursive power of the girl masquer: in these examples, she
embodies youth and beauty and poignantly invokes the swift pas-
sage of time. Dance and youth are both ephemeral: ‘‘In a flash, and
so away.’’ Mitigating against the eternal structures of divine har-
mony or the idealized constructs of political power, the girl
masquer is a poignant reminder of the beauty of temporality, sub-
verting by her very presence and movements the discourse of a
genre invested in permanence and universality.

Shakespeare registers and represents the impact of the girl
masquer, her ‘‘paradoxical materiality and evancescence,’’ in
Romeo and Juliet (1594). This may be the Shakespearean play in
which dance is most significant: the lovers meet at a dance, the play
makes frequent references to dance, and it has proven easily adapt-
able to ballet and musical theater from Sergei Prokofiev to Jerome
Robbins and beyond. 56 Romeo is eventually persuaded against his
better judgment to attend Capulet’s ‘‘mask,’’ which he learns about
when he reads aloud the invitation’s addressees—a catalogue of
daughters—creating a mental image of throngs of young females,
‘‘all the admirèd beauties of Verona’’ (1.2.87), that recalls Saint
Ursula and her 11, 000 Virgins:

Signior Martino and his wife and daughters;
County Anselme and his beauteous sisters; the lady
widow of Vitravio; Signior Placentio and his lovely
nieces; Mercutio and his brother Valentine; mine
uncle Capulet, his wife and daughters; my fair niece
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Rosaline; and Livia; Signior Valentio and his cousin
Tybalt, Lucio and the lively Helena.
A fair assembly.57

(1.2.65–74)

Romeo’s arrival at the Capulet’s ‘‘mask’’ brings with it another
image of dancing girls: ‘‘A torch for me. Let wantons light of heart/
Tickle the senseless rushes with their heels’’ (1.4.33–44). The play
returns repeatedly to the image of the girl’s feet, from Capulet’s ref-
erence to ‘‘ladies that have their toes/ Unplagued with corns’’
(1.4.129–30) to his order ‘‘foot it, girls’’ (139) And the Capulet party
provides the opportunity for Romeo to spot the young Juliet, ‘‘not
fourteen’’ (1.2.8), in lines that hinge on the theatrically effective
interplay between light and dark, and black and white:

O, she doth teach the torches to burn bright!
It seems she hangs upon the cheek of night
Like a rich jewel in an Ethiop’s ear,
Beauty too rich for use, for earth too dear.
So shows a snowy dove trooping with crows,
As yonder lady o’er her fellows shows.
The measure done, I’ll watch her place of stand,
And, touching hers, make blessèd my rude hand.
Did my heart love till now? Forswear it, sight,
For I ne’er saw true beauty till this night.

(1.4.156–66)

As Romeo’s speech narrates the spectacle of the dancing Juliet,
comparing her to a ‘‘rich jewel,’’ his words continually flicker
between light and dark, echoing the binary rhythm of Juliet’s feet
until she finally reaches stillness, ‘‘the measure done.’’ As Romeo
consistently figures Juliet as a kind of airborne goddess, he associ-
ates her with the kind of roles danced by the girl masquer: ‘‘bright
angel’’ (2.1.69) and ‘‘wingèd messenger of heaven’’ (71). While, by
contrast, Juliet notices Romeo for his failure to dance, she describes
her first feelings of love using the metaphor of a dance: ‘‘A rhyme I
learn’d even now/ Of one I danced withal’’ (1.4.255–56). It is this
intense liveliness that gives her eventual stillness, first by drug and
then by dagger, its extra poignancy: ‘‘No warmth, no breath, shall
testify thou livest; / The roses in thy lips and cheeks shall fade’’
(4.1.98–99).

When the lovers arrange to meet at Friar Laurence’s cell, Romeo
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and Friar Laurence are awestruck by the vision of Juliet bounding
toward them: Enter Juliet. As the Friar puts it, ‘‘Here comes the
lady. O, so light a foot/ Will ne’er wear out the everlasting flint’’
(2.5.16–17). The corresponding stage direction in the 1597 first
quarto of the play records the boy actor’s speed and gestures, just
as Friar Laurence observes, ‘‘Youth’s love is quick, swifter than
swiftest speed’’ (2.5.9): ‘‘Enter Juliet, somewhat fast, and she
embraces Romeo.’’58 John Russell Brown describes this entrance as
‘‘as physically alive as it is verbally silent.’’59 While ‘‘somewhat’’
conveys a sense of hesitation combined with excitement, the stage
direction seems, as well, to register a controlled, modulated, move-
ment: the trained steps of a dancer. Friar Laurence’s reaction in the
first quarto registers the full visual impact of Juliet’s arrival: ‘‘See
where she comes, / So light of foot ne’er hurts the trodden flower. /
Of love and joy, see, see, the sovereign power’’ (2.5.9–11). The Fri-
ar’s words also serve as gloss to help with the characterization of
Juliet, potentially lending support to the work of a less experienced
boy actor by telling the audience just what they are supposed to be
seeing, here, which is that Juliet moves like a goddess. The trodden
flowers, the light feet, the sovereign power: so much is being said
here about Juliet’s impact, as a lone girl masquer, on her small audi-
ence of two. The friar’s words convey, as well, the pleasure of
watching a girl, well-known to her audience, transfigured by per-
formance: it is as if Juliet, embarking upon a new stage of life, is
trying out some new steps.60

In the 1599 Second Quarto, Friar Laurence is much gloomier
about their prospects, but the traces of this powerful moment
remain: ‘‘Here comes the Lady/ so light a foot will ne’er wear out
the everlasting flint; / A lover may bestride the gossamers/ That
idles in the wanton summer air, / And yet not fall’’ (2.5.16–20).
Here, the visual impact of Juliet’s swift lightness in Q1 is trans-
formed into a meditation on love itself as the experience of airborne
divinity.

Because the visual and physical codes of the girl masquer were
dynamic and interactive, they shifted, over time, as Shakespeare’s
stage opened them to new forms of contestation and complication.
Although Ariel in The Tempest is gendered as male, at least ini-
tially (‘‘Ariel and all his quality’’ 1.2.193), this ostensibly male
spirit makes himself into a ‘‘nymph o’ the sea’’ (1.2.301), at Pros-
pero’s behest.61 When Ariel appears in a costume typically worn by
the girl masquer, he does so, like Juliet, as love’s agent. The songs
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‘‘Come Unto these Yellow Sands’’ and ‘‘Full Fathom Five’’ console
Ferdinand, ‘‘allaying’’ his ‘‘passion,’’ immediately before he
encounters Miranda. As ‘‘Come Unto these Yellow Sands,’’ narrates
a dance, it organizes Ferdinand’s emotions:

And then take hands;
Curtsied when you have, and kissed
The wild waves whist,
Foot it featly here and there,
And sweet sprites bear
The burden.

(1.2.374–80)

Similarly, while the ‘‘sea nymphs’’ that ‘‘hourly ring his knell’’ in
‘‘Full Fathom Five’’ (397–405) mourn the ostensible death of
Alonzo, they also mark and shepherd Ferdinand’s perceived trans-
lation, his ‘‘sea-change,’’ into an alternative reality of love and
courtship: ‘‘i’th’air or th’earth?’’ (388).

The part of Ariel was consistently played by girl actors, often
accomplished singers and dancers, from the Restoration to the
twentieth century, and the tradition continues sporadically to this
day.62 And Ariel appears in female disguises throughout the play:
as a Harpy, a bird with a woman’s face, in the banquet scene, and
as the Goddess Ceres in Prospero’s wedding masque for Miranda
and Ferdinand. Stephen Orgel suggests that the goddess Iris’s call
to ‘‘you nymphs called naiads of the windring brooks’’ (4.1.128)
may be a reference to Tethys’ Festival.63 The masque suddenly ends,
just as the nymphs have joined the reapers, ‘‘sunburned sickle-
men,’’ in ‘‘a graceful dance’’ (138 sd): the natural world dancing
with its human controllers. Ariel re-appears again in masquing
garb, ‘‘loaden with glistering apparel’’ (4.1.193 sd), to set the dogs
on the conspirators. And when Ariel anticipates his promised free-
dom with the song, ‘‘Where the Bee Sucks,’’ the song focuses on the
bee’s restless movement from lying on the ‘‘cowslips’s bell’’
(5.1.89) to flying ‘‘on the bat’s back . . . Merrily, merrily shall I live
now’’ (91–3). With dance, nymph costumes, and ‘‘glistering
apparel’’ so central to the play’s conception of Ariel, the legacy of
the girl masquer can be charted in this ‘‘airy spirit,’’ just as Pros-
pero addresses him, throughout, in feminine terms: ‘‘delicate,’’
‘‘dainty,’’ ‘‘chick.’’ Even ‘‘tricksy’’ (5.1.226), which Orgel glosses as
‘‘playful, sportive,’’ reinforces the girl masquer’s association with
dance and swift physical movement. While Ariel’s costumes con-
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stitute a memorialization of courtly practice and cultural poetics,
they also serve as a reminder of the always dressed-up, performa-
tive sense of gender, returning the focus to Shakespeare’s own
transvestite stage.

Shakespeare’s representations of the girl masquer are, thus,
acutely conscious of the boy actor beneath the glittering garb. When
Perdita in The Winter’s Tale appears at the sheep-shearing as Flora,
‘‘peering in April’s front’’ (4.4.3), she comes in the guise of a courtly
girl performer: ‘‘poor lowly maid/ Most goddess-like pranked up’’
(4.4.9–10).64 Flora, as Orgel explains, was ‘‘the nymph Chloris’’
who, in Ovid’s Fasti, was ‘‘transformed into the goddess of flowers
by the love of Zephyrus, the west wind’’ (168, sd). While Zephyrus
was the part that young Prince Charles played in Tethys’ Festival,
Flora is precisely the kind of role that Perdita would have played if
she had spent her girlhood at court. And her upbringing as a shep-
herdess casts her in yet another role for the girl masquer, recalling
the Russell sisters in the Entertainment at Bisham. Perdita is also
reminded of Pentecost, another popular occasion for girls to per-
form: ‘‘Methinks I play as I have seen them do / In Whitsun pasto-
rals’’ (4.4.133–34). Just as Ariel sings, ‘‘Foot it featly here and
there’’ (4.4.179–99), implying neatness and elegance, Polixenes
notes, of Perdita, that ‘‘she dances featly’’ (4.4.178–99) in the
‘‘dance of Shepherds and Shepherdesses.’’ Florizel provides a
more detailed sense of how Perdita’s dancing modulates effectively
between motion and stillness: ‘‘When you do dance, I wish you / A
wave o’the’sea, that you might ever do/ Nothing but that; move still,
still so, / And own no other function’’ (4.4.140–4). Just as part of
the girl masquer’s charm comes from knowing her, so, too, does
Perdita’s audience marvel at how her distinctive personality shines
through her costume, as Florizel observes: ‘‘Each your doing / So
singular in each particular, / Crowns what you are doing in the
present deeds, / That all your acts are queens’’ (4.4.143–46).65

Although Perdita plays the goddess Flora in The Winter’s Tale,
Flora was also performed by a professional boy actor in Thomas
Campion’s 1607 Lord Hay’s Masque. Shakespeare thus invokes the
girl masquer not simply to reinforce the gendered identity of girl-
hood, but also to complicate it. The girl masquer has no exclusive
claim to the part of Flora, and Shakespeare’s representations of her
call attention to the presence of the boy actor.66 Boy masquers fig-
ure, along with girls, in The Merry Wives of Windsor. Mistress Page
is disguised, with her little brothers, as ‘‘Like urchins, oafs, and
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fairies, green and white, / With rounds of waxen tapers on their
heads,/ And rattles in their hands’’ (4.4.47–51) as they perform the
Masque of Herne the Hunter, designed to humiliate Falstaff: ‘‘then
let them all encircle him about/ And fairy-like to pinch the unclean
knight’’ (56–57).66 It is in the guise of a fairy that young Anne is
supposed to be shuffled away to marry Doctor Caius or Slender,
but, taking ‘‘a boy for a girl’’ (5.5.189), they each get a wrong fairy
and end up marrying ‘‘lubberly’’ (182) little boys; ‘‘lubberly’’ here
classifies their dancing as the opposite of ‘‘featly’’: clumsy, heavy,
dull, cloddish.67 Fenton, of course, is not bamboozled: he sees Mis-
tress Page as his own ‘‘Fairy Queen,’’ and it is in this guise, as ‘‘the
queen of all the faeries/Finely attired in a robe of white’’ (4.4.70),
that she claims her own freedom, like Ariel, to run away (although
in this case it is to join her lover, like the cross-dressed Julia in Two
Gentlemen of Verona, or Rosalind in As You Like It).69

As I have shown, little girls are typically nymphs and naiads,
while it is more often little boys who played the fairies: as in Jon-
son’s Masque of Oberon the Faery Prince, or Shakespeare’s Good
Master Mustardseed and Peaseblossom.70 The fairy costume, then,
may be a kind of cross-dressing for Mistress Anne, but not for her
brothers. On the other hand, when Queen Elizabeth visited Nor-
wich in August, 1578, The Show of the Nymphs featured boys cos-
tumed as nymphs who were so persuasively nymph-like that
everyone thought they were actually girls, and it was considered so
supremely and dangerously comical that the next day the boys
were all given fairy costumes, so that things could return to nor-
mal.71 And while Robert Greene’s James IV (1590) includes any
number of fairies in it, including Oberon, it also calls for a ‘‘boy or
wench’’ to play the part of a child who dances a hornpipe.71 So per-
haps girls did make it onto the professional stage after all.72

Illustrating the many ways in which a performance can make an
impression beyond words, the girl masquer revises our presupposi-
tions about speech as the key indicator of a dramatically significant
role. She embodies an alternative to the humanist modes of speech
and declamation that underwrote professional performance in the
early modern period and that continue to shape our own defini-
tions of dramatic performance. She offers, instead, the experience
of the body in motion. While Shakespeare deploys the rich vocabu-
lary of girlhood associated with this tradition, the girl masquer
appears to us, in his plays, in boyish guise, leaving her open to
dynamic and interactive appropriations, shifts, and contestations.
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Girls have a place in a variety of performance spaces throughout
early modern England, defying any attempt to exclude them from
the pleasures of the stage. And although she may never have found
her place on Shakespeare’s stage, the girl masquer is evoked by
Shakespeare in a way that acknowledges her performative power
and communicates, as well, a poignant sense of desire for her theat-
rical presence.
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